Bereskin & Parr professionals recognized as IP Stars for Patents and Trademarks in 2022

June 16, 2022

Nine Bereskin & Parr professionals have been recognized as IP Stars for Patents and Trademarks in the 2022 edition. The IP Stars highlights leading individual IP practitioners within specific practice areas in Canada.

Congratulations to the professionals listed below:

**IP Patent Stars:**
- Donald Cameron
- Donald MacOdrum
- Robert MacFarlane
- Scott MacKendrick
- Micheline Gravelle
- Bhupinder Randhawa

**IP Trademark Stars:**
- Daniel Bereskin
- Janice Bereskin
- Donald Cameron
- Scott MacKendrick
- Philip Mendes da Costa
- Mark Robbins

Click [here](#) to view the rankings.

**About MIP**

Managing IP is a leading source of news and analysis of all intellectual property developments worldwide.

IP STARS only list individuals with a credible IP practice and recommendations from market commentators including competitors and clients. The research includes an online survey, interviews and independent analysis of all available information, in over 80 jurisdictions.